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LOCAL ISSUES 
Pen Voice 230 Bryan Neider and Pen Voice 232 Robert Shoffner 
July 2 at 5:00pm 
Dani Gasparini interviews Bryan Neider, CEO of Gatepath, a non-profit organization dedicated 
to enabling persons with disabilities to live as fully integrated members of the community. The 
organization has been in existence for 96 years. In part two she talks to Robert Shoffner 
Director of the San Mateo County Small Business Development Center (one of 12 in California). 
The Center is located at the College of San Mateo. The organization helps small businesses 
with developing business concepts and plans, finding financial assistance, enabling individuals 
to start, manage and grow their businesses. They do this through a network of business 
advisors that offer expert consulting services, training classes, information resources, 
workshops, and seminars.The Small Business Administration provides the funding for this 
service.  
 
San Mateo County Today #23 Joe Goethals / SMCT #24: John Seybert 
July 9 at 5pm 
Marshall Wilson talks to City of San Mateo Mayor Joe Goethals talk about housing and traffic in 
San Mateo. New development must be of higher density and the “rail corridor” is targeted for 
major development. Workforce affordable housing is being built this year. 
They also discuss the county-wide commitments to sustainable energy and water recycling. In 
part two, he interviews Redwood City Mayor John Seybert about development and community 
involvement in that town. 
 

The Game #230: WWAFT 
July 16 at 5pm 
Founded in 2011, the Wounded Warrior Amputee Football Team has played an annual game 
against former NFL players since 2012. In 2016, the game was played at the College of San 
Mateo. Mark Simon talks to San Mateo City Council member Rick Bonilla and Greg St Clair (son 
of NFL Hall of Fame member) about the importance of the game. St. Clair has also produced a 
video that documents the highlights of the game and the day. 
 
Pen Voice #234 Aubrey Merriman / PV 237 Irving Torres 

July 23 at 5:00pm 
Host Dani Gasparini talks to Aubrey Merriman, Chief Executive Officer for the Boys & Girls Club 
of North San Mateo County. In the second segment she discusses the OYE conference with 
Irving Torres, Legislative Aide to Warren Slocum, Supervisor, 4th District. The conference has 
grown large enough that it moves to Canada College this year. At this conference, Latino youth 
will explore the questions of identity, purpose and have the opportunity to build community 
together. 



 
Kamla Show  Special Women in Science & Technology #110 - Hannah Kain 
July 30 at 5pm 

Kamla talks with Hannah Kain, President and CEO of ALOM Technologies. They discuss the 
concept of “application software.” Operating out of Fremont, the Company designs, builds, and 
produces prepackaged computer software for technology, medical, automotive, government, 
and telecommunication markets. They talk about Ms Kain’s leadership philosophy and how that 
impacts the success of the business. 
 
San Mateo County Today #25 - Cameron Johnson  
August 6 at 5:00pm 
Marshall Wilson talks with Cameron Johnson, Mayor for the City of San Carlos about challenges 
to the town in terms of managing growth, jobs, schools, public safety, maintaining an attractive 
downtown area, and neighborhood diversity. What is the best strategy for co-existing with the 
booming tech economy? One response was that San Carlos recently created its own housing 
authority as a means to deal with the lack of affordable housing.  

 
Pen Voice #235: Dave Pine Pt 1 and Pen Voice # 236 Dave Pine Pt 2 
August 13 at 5:00pm 
Host Dani Gasparini talks with Supervisor Dave Pine, District 1, San Mateo County Board of 
Supervisors, about clean energy, Measure AA and tidal wetland restoration. 
 
Pen Voice #248: Japanese Garden in San Mateo’s 50th Anniversary and Pen Voice #244: 
Belmont 
August 20 at 5:00pm 
Host Dani Gasparini talks with Sheila Canzian, San Mateo Parks and Recreation Director, about 
the upcoming 50th Anniversary of the city's Japanese Garden in Central Park. In part two, Dani 
talks with Carlos de Melo, City of Belmont Development Director and Eric Reed, Mayor of 
Belmont about six groundbreaking projects throughout their town. 
 
The Game # 231: Melissa Michelson 
August 27 at 5:00pm 
Melissa Michelson Professor of Political Science, Menlo College talks to hosts Kevin Mullin and 
Mark Simon about the California Primary. The nationwide development of a more diverse 
electorate, including the Latino vote; how Donald Trump finds new segments of our society to 
alienate, and what the Orlando massacre means to the public view of the LGBT community.  
 
Pen Voice #242 and 243 - Friends for Youth Pt 1 and 2 
September 3 at 5:00pm 
Becky Cooper,  Executive Director and Joel Valencia, Strategic Partnerships at Friends for 
Youth are interviewed by host Dani Gasparini. They discuss the organization’s 37 year history of 
helping at risk youth in San Mateo County. 
 
This American Land #06H  
September 3 at 11:30pm 
Segment one: In northern California, residents in five counties work to protect and restore wild 
public lands and rivers that provide enormous economic benefits for the region. 
 
The Game #232: Adrienne Etherton 
September 17 at 5:00pm 



San Mateo County was once a center of agricultural bounty. The region is becoming 
increasingly urban. Adrienne Etherton, Executive Director of Sustainable San Mateo County 
discusses the results of the Annual Indicators Report which compares SMC to the other 
counties in California in regards to Quality of Life and Sustainability. The quality of life is 
discussed in terms of what it costs to live and work here: traffic, housing costs, strained 
resources, conflict between development and open space (32% of the land in the county is 
already developed),  
 
Pen Voice #246 & 247 - Amanda Kim - Pt 1 and 2 
September 24 at 5:00pm 
Host Dani Gasparini talks to Amanda Kim, Media and Communications Supervisor for the Mid-
Peninsula Regional Open Space District. Founded through voter initiative in 1972 (Measure R) 
and covering Pacifica through Santa Cruz. 62,000 acres are preserved by this group, which is 
separate from the regional county park systems. Preserves are connected by trails and often 
connect to county parks. There are guided activities, accessible sites, child friendly and dog 
friendly locations as part of the Open Space experience. The Bay Trail, a soon to be completed 
project offers a 75 mile path of recreational and commuting options to open space users that 
extends from Redwood City, along the edge of the Bay, to Fremont. 
 
  

HEALTH 
Roadtrip Nation: Being You #0H 
July 7 at 11pm 
Roughly one in five people lives with learning and attention issues (LAIs) like ADHD and 
dyslexia, yet many of those who live with LAIs feel alone. They're not. Sharing inspiring stories 
of struggle, self-acceptance and success. Showcasing powerful stories that will inspire all 
viewers to believe that their individual circumstances can be positively used to define their own 

roads in life. 
 
Closer to Truth #1601H: When Brains Go Bad 
July 9 at 7:00pm 
What does brain damage do to people? By observing strange behaviors in brain impaired 
patients, scientists discern how normal brains works. For example, what happens to "the self"? 
 
Hidden Pictures #0H 
July 11 at 11;00pm 
Worldwide over 450 million people have some type of mental illness. This film explores 
questions around cultural attitudes toward mental illness, the desolating experience of 
stigma, and the challenge of coping in countries where access to mental health treatments are 
severely limited and human rights violations are common. Globally; when it comes to 
experiences of mental illness, we are far more similar than different. 
 
Path to Healing: Genomics and Disease Prevention #0H 
July 24 at 9:30pm 
As scientists conduct research into the human genome, they're "cracking the codes" to some 
cancers and other diseases. Experts say we could be on the threshold of achieving 
breakthroughs that will fundamentally change how we treat major diseases. We'll meet patients 
who are receiving custom genomic therapies, often with dramatic results. 
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On Life's Terms: Mothers In Recovery 
July 24 at 10:00pm 
Driven by the desire for custody of their children, five mothers struggle to overcome addiction in 
a gender responsive residential treatment program. Their intimate story reveals experiences 
with domestic violence, prostitution, incarceration and complex intergenerational relations. On 
Life's Terms: Mothers in Recovery interweaves the women's three year journey to transform 
their lives through self-sufficiency and new found pride with drug laws that impact mother and 
child, and will inspire hope for recovery. On Life's Terms: Mothers in Recovery addresses the 
larger issues of "Treatment Works" and "Family Preservation is Prevention" by breaking the 
cycle of addiction, abuse and poverty.   
 
Fixed: The Science/Fiction of Human Enhancement #0H 
August 1 at 11:00pm 
From botox to bionic limbs, the human body is more "upgradeable" than ever. But how much of 
it can we alter and still be human? What do we gain or lose in the process? Award-winning 
documentary, Fixed: The Science/Fiction of Human Enhancement, explores the social impact of 
human biotechnologies. Haunting and humorous, poignant and political, Fixed rethinks 
"disability" and "normalcy" by exploring technologies that promise to change our bodies and 
minds forever. 
 
Healthy Body Healthy Mind #3503H: Learning About Food Allergies 
September 10 at 5:30am 
One in every thirteen children under the age of eighteen has food allergies, 6-8% of children 
under age three, and approximately 3% of adults - up to 15 million Americans altogether. Food 
allergies occur because the immune system falsely senses certain foods as harmful, and then 
releases chemicals like histamines into the bloodstream to fight this mistaken intruder, causing 
reactions. Food allergies should be considered dangerous, as they can cause frightening 
symptoms, such as irritation of the tongue, lips, and mouth; digestive problems, hives, and in 
some cases, a swelling of the breathing airways. For some, it can cause a suffocating, life-
threatening reaction. In this edition of Healthy Body Healthy Mind we will explore the ongoing 
challenges of food allergies and what medical science recommends for it management. We'll 
also talk with patients and parents to learn how they address these challenges. 
 
Autism: Coming of Age #0H 
September 4 at 11:00pm 
 In the next 10 to 15 years, an estimated 800,000 children with autism will age out of the school 
system and transition into adulthood. Then, they will look to ill-prepared state and federal 
governments for the support services and resources to meet their many needs - a situation 
autism experts refer to as the "coming tsunami." This documentary provides an inside look at 
the lives of three adults with autism and includes interviews with their families and support 
teams. Autism and disability experts from Massachusetts, New York, Washington, Virginia and 
Pennsylvania also discuss the current system, impending challenges and possible outcomes for 
the future. 
 
Black Women in Medicine #0:  
September 14 at 11:00pm 
Honoring black female doctors around the country who work diligently in all facets of medicine. 
Through first-hand accounts from a cross-selection of black female pioneers in medicine and 
healthcare-including Dr. Claudia Thomas, the first black woman orthopedic surgeon and Dr. 
Jocelyn Elders, the first black woman to hold the position of United States Surgeon General-the 
program details the challenges these women have experienced and continue to face today in 



their drive to practice medicine. The documentary brings the inspiring stories of these 
trailblazing women within reach of those who most need to hear them, especially the next 
generation of medical professionals. By combining historical context with a look at the current 
generation coming up through the ranks, chronicling stories of excellence and perseverance 
that engage, encourage and motivate, planting seeds of aspiration in the minds of future 
doctors. 
 
Rx: The Quiet Revolution #0H 
September 26 at 10:00pm 
Filmmaker David Grubin, the son of a general practitioner, takes his camera across the country 
to uncover a quiet revolution happening in medicine. From Maine to Mississippi, Alaska to 
California, he visits physicians, nurses and other healthcare professionals who are placing the 
patient at the center of their practice - transforming the way medical care is delivered while 
lowering costs. The film shows how a patient-centered philosophy can improve health outcomes 
and enrich the lives of patients. 
 
 
 

DIVERSITY and Multiculturalism 
The Whole Truth with David Eisenhower #107H: Exploring 21st Century Islam: Roles, 
Rights, Traditions, and Upheaval 
July 10 at 5:00am 
A wide-ranging discussion with three American Muslims offers widely varied points of view on 
developments within Islam and in the relations between Muslims and non-Muslims in the United 
States, the conflict within the Muslim world and between parts of the Muslim world and the 
United States and its non-Muslim allies. Guests: Nihad Awad, executive director and co-founder 
of the Council on American-Islamic Relations,Raza Bokhari, North American Point of Contact for 
former President of Pakistan, Pervez Musharraf, Asra Nomani, journalist, author, and political 
activist. 
 
Native Report #901H 
July 21 at 7:30pm 
A report about the traditional wild rice harvest with the Fond du Lac Band of Lake 
Superior Chippewa is followed by how the Muskogee Creek Nation of Oklahoma is working 
proactively to address health care disparities. The Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs, Kevin 
Washburn, talks about his efforts to promote self-determination and economic self-sufficiency 
among the nation's 566 federally recognized American Indian and Alaska Native tribes.  
 
Moneywise with Kelvin Boston #706H: Diversity in the Financial Sector 
July 24 at 5:30am 
Host Kelvin Boston and his guests explore the benefits of working in the financial industry, 
especially as it pertains to people of color. Guests: Rita Cheng, financial advisor for Ameriprise 
Financial Services, and Carl Hairston, Business M&T Banking regional sales manager. 
 
First Language - The Race to Save Cherokee #0H 
August 1 at 1:00am 
Around fourteen thousand Cherokee remain in their ancestral homeland in the mountains of 
North Carolina, but few among them still speak their native language, and no children are 
learning the language at home. The Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians is now fighting to 
revitalize the language and come to terms with their native heritage in the context of the modern 
United States. 



 
Ghosts of Amistad: in the Footsteps of the Rebels #0H 
August 8 at 10:00pm 
Based on Marcus Rediker's 2012 book The Amistad Rebellion: An Atlantic Odyssey of Slavery 
and Freedom The documentary chronicles a trip made by academics and historians to Sierra 
Leone in May of 2013 as they retrace the path of the 53 Africans who rebelled against their 
captors and seized the slave schooner Amistad in 1839, leading to a watershed US Supreme 
Court decision. The documentary aims to recover the lost history of the Amistad insurrection, 
told from a seldom-voiced perspective in the historical struggle against slavery 
 
Injunuity #0H 
August 11 at 10:00pm 
Injunuity is a collage of reflections on the Native American world, our shared past, our turbulent 
present, and our undiscovered future. From Columbus to the western expansion to tribal 
casinos, we are taught that the Native way, while at times glorious, is something of the past, 
something that needed to be replaced by a manifest destiny from across the ocean. But in a 
world increasingly short of real answers, it is time we looked to Native wisdom for guidance. 
Injunuity is a mix of animation, music, and real thoughts from real people exploring our world 
from the Native American perspective. Every word spoken is verbatim, every thought and 
opinion is real, told in nine short pieces and covering such topics as language preservation, 
sacred sites, and the environment. But rather than simply revisit our history, the goal of Injunuity 
is to help define our future, to try and figure out the path that lies before us, to focus on where 
we are going as well as where we have been. 
 
Native Report #905H 
August 18 at 7:30pm 
On this Native Report the beauty, heart and spirit of the fine-art photography of the late 
ethnographer Edward Curtis. Also we'll chronicle the story of the strength and resiliency of the 
Stockbridge Munsee Band of Mohican Indians who were pushed from the Eastern seaboard 
across half a continent, and subsequently forced to uproot and move many more times to their 
present home in East Central Wisconsin. And co-host Tadd 
Johnson sits down with Vice President Walter Mondale to talk to this long time leader about his 
work fighting injustice and inequality, and his efforts in major state and federal legislation in the 
1960's and 70's which positively impacted the future of Native America. 
 
Maria Hinojosa: One-On-One #512H: Henry Louis Gates, Jr. and Ilan Stavans 
August 27 at 4:00pm 
Scholars Henry Louis Gates and former La Plazahost Ilan Stavans talk about the parallels 
between the Latino and African-American experiences and literature. They also address their 
hopes for the future, including a broader discourse on literature produced by people of color. 
 
Chinese Couplets #0H 
August 28 at 11:00pm 
Chinese Couplets is an intimate family story that reveals the impact of America's Chinese 
Exclusion Acts on one family, over two centuries in three countries on four generations of 
women. 
 
Rising Voices/Hothaninpi #0H 
August 29 at 10:00pm 
Before Christopher Columbus and his fellow Europeans arrived in North America, there were 
nearly 300 Native languages spoken north of Mexico. Today only half of those languages 



remain and experts say that by the year 2050, just 20 indigenous American languages will exist. 
This documentary is about how languages die - and how speaking them again can spark 
cultural and community restoration.  
 
American Forum #114H: Maybe Racism Isn't The Real Problem? 
August 30 at 11:00pm 
Adam Benforado, author of "Unfair: The New Science of Criminal Injustice" discusses how 
subconscious bias, junk forensic science, faulty memory and coercive police tactics may 
contribute more to mass incarceration than racism. 
 
Autism: Behind The Camera #0H 
September 4 at 10:00pm 
Autism: Behind the Camera focuses on young adults with autism and the resources needed 
when students with autism "age out" of high school. This program will highlight one vocational 
program within the film industry trying to change the unemployable outcome for autistic 
individuals. Autism: Behind the Camera is not just about employment, a topic in the autism 
community that is all consuming; nor is it about the hardship of aging out of high school. It's 
about hope. The hope that individual with autism can advance in the working world when given 
the opportunity. 
 
Black Ballerina 
September 7 at 10:00pm 
A story of passion, opportunity, heartbreak and triumph of the human spirit. Set in the over-
whelmingly white world of classical dance, it tells the stories of several black women from 
different generations who fell in love with ballet. Sixty years ago, while pursuing their dreams of 
careers in classical dance, Joan Myers Brown, Delores Browne and Raven Wilkinson (the Ballet 
Russe de Monte Carlo's first black ballerina) confronted racism, exclusion and unequal 
opportunity in segregated mid-century America. In 2015, three young black women also pursue 
careers as ballerinas, and find that many of the same obstacles their predecessors faced are 
still evident in the ballet world today. Through interviews with current and former ballet dancers 
along with engaging archival photos and film, the one-hour documentary uses the ethereal 
world of ballet to engage viewers on a subject that reaches far outside the art world and 
compels viewers to think about larger issues of exclusion, equal opportunity and change 
 
Films Bykids #105H: Poet Against Prejudice 
September 8 at 10:00pm 
Moving to a new country was challenging for Faiza Almontaser, a 17-year-old from New York 
City, who immigrated with her family to the US from Yemen when she was in middle school. 
She faced vicious bullying because of her Islamic identity and lost close friends to hate crimes. 
Through it all, her family still embraced their new home, and Faiza found a creative outlet for 
self-expression. Mentored by the legendary pioneer of direct cinema, Albert Maysles, Faiza's 
film documents her courageous and inspiring journey from victim to activist. 
 
Maria Hinojosa: One-On-One #503: Jose Hernandez 
September 17 at 4:00pm 
Former NASA astronaut Jose Hernandez talks about his long journey from the dusty fields of 
California to the International Space Station. 

 

ENVIRONMENT 
Edgar Payne: The Scenic Journey #0H 



July 6 at 10:00pm 
Although Edgar Payne was chiefly self-taught, he became one of America's most significant 
painters in the early 20th century. A California impressionist, Payne created masterpieces using 
his innate talents and his love for the natural environment. Best known for his depictions of the 
Sierra Nevada Mountains, Payne also painted the California coast, the American Southwest, as 
well as the Alps. Learn more about Edgar Payne who has served as an inspiration for 
generations of landscape painters in Edgar Payne: The Scenic Journey. 
 
Ecosense for Living #110H: Young Eco Heroes 
July 9 at 11:30pm 
This episode focuses on the next generation of environmentalists making a difference in wildlife 
preservation, climate change reversal, and healthy ocean policies. From meeting with world 
leaders to local campaigns, these kids are taking their environmental future into their own hands 
in surprising ways. 
 
Built to Last #301H: What Is Sustainable Building 
July 10 at 5:00pm 
In the third-season premiere, host and architect Bruce Obora will take a closer look at the 
technologies and techniques in sustainable building through on-site demonstrations and 
interviews with design professionals from the building industry including the U.S. Green Building 
Council. 
      
Standing On Sacred Ground #102H: Profit & Loss 
July 10 at 10pm 
From Papua New Guinea rainforests to Canada's tar sands, Profit and Loss exposes industrial 
threats to native peoples' health, livelihood and cultural survival. Indigenous people tell their own 
stories-and confront us with the ethical consequences of our culture of consumption. 
 
Standing On Sacred Ground #103: Fire & Ice 
July 17 at 8:00pm 
From Ethiopia to Peru, indigenous customs protect biodiversity on sacred lands under pressure 
from religious conflicts and climate change. In the Gamo Highlands of Ethiopia, scientists 
confirm the benefits of traditional stewardship even as elders witness the decline of spiritual 
practices that have long protected trees, meadows and mountains.  Andes farmers, scientists, 
and visiting Ethiopians struggle to adapt indigenous agriculture to the changing climate. 
 
Standing On Sacred Ground#104H: Islands of Sanctuary 
July 24 at 8{00pm 
Native Hawaiians and Aboriginal Australians resist threats to their sacred places in a growing 
international movement to defend human rights and protect the environment. In Australia's 
Northern Territory, Aboriginal clans maintain Indigenous Protected Areas and resist the 
destructive effects of a mining boom. In Hawai'i, indigenous ecological and spiritual practices 
are used to restore the sacred island of Kaho'olawe after 50 years of military use as a bombing 
range. 
 
Crying Earth Rise Up #0H 
July 25 at 10:00pm 
A Lakota mother studying geology seeks the source of the water contamination that caused her 
daughter's critical health problems. Meanwhile, a Lakota grandmother fights the regional 
expansion of uranium mining. Crying Earth Rise Up exposes the human cost of uranium mining 
and its impact on Great Plains drinking water. 



American Forum #135H: How Did Flint Happen? 
August 2 at 10:00pm 
Historian ANDREW HIGHSMITH on the long urban crisis that poisoned the water in Flint, Mich. 
 
Curiosity Quest Goes Green #501H: Illegal Dumping 
August 3 at 4:00pm 
Did you know that some people dump their trash in the desert? Follow Joel on this journey 
throughout the Antelope Valley in California to learn what steps are being taken there to prevent 
illegal dumping. 
 
The Open Mind #3651H: Nature and Extinction 
August 5 at 5:00am 
Mexican conservationist Gerardo Ceballos talks about the dramatic decay of biodiversity. 
 
Split Estate #0H 
August 15 at 10:00pm 
Imagine discovering that you don't own the mineral rights under your land, and that an energy 
company plans to drill for natural gas two hundred feet from your front door. Imagine having little 
recourse, other than accepting an unregulated industry in your backyard. Split Estate maps a 
tragedy in the making, as citizens in the path of a new drilling boom in the Rocky Mountain West 
struggle against the erosion of their civil liberties, their communities and their health. 
 
The Open Mind #3702H: The Climate… In Your Backyard 
August 27 at 6:30pm 
James Hansen of Columbia University's Earth Institute talks about preserving the planet for the 
next generation. 
 
Climate Change: A Global Reality #0H 
September 1 at 11:00pmThe headlines are ominous. "California Governor Proposes $1 Billion 
In Drought Spending." "Researcher Says Rising Oceans Could Displace Millions By 2100." 
"NOAA, NASA Say 2014 Was Warmest Year on Record." "U.N. Warns World Could Have 40 
Percent Water Shortfall By 2030." When it comes to climate change, the heat is on. In Climate 
Change: A Global Reality, moderator John King of CNN and expert panelists examine the 
relationship between climate change and the human activities that heighten and intensify its 
impacts. Topics include rising temperatures and sea levels, ongoing and future multi-year 
droughts and catastrophic weather events - with an eye toward reducing their impact through 
public policy initiatives. 
 
Young Voices for the Planet  #101H  
September 4 at 9:00pm 
The Young Voices for the Planet short films feature youth speaking out, creating solutions, 
changing laws, changing minds, and changing society as they reduce the carbon footprint of 
their homes and schools. These youth solutions to climate crisis include stories of California 
kids banning plastic bags, Florida student saving their school $53,000 in energy costs, an ii-
year-old German boy plating millions of trees and other young people changing laws, changing 
mins and changing society as they reduce the carbon footprint of their homes, schools, and 
communities. 
 
Young Voices for the Planet #102H 
September 4 at 9:30pm 



The mission of the Young Voices for the Planet film series is to limit the magnitude of climate 
change and its impact by empowering children and youth with uplifting and inspiring success 
stories, to take an essential role in informing their communities and society at large, challenging 
decision-makers, and catalyzing change. 
 
Secrets of the Longleaf Pine #0H 
September 8 at 10:00pm 
Exploring the forgotten Longleaf Pine forest that historically blanketed the coastal plain of the 
southeastern United States. Once comprising 90 million sprawling acres, the over-exploited 
forest declined to just a fraction of that size by the 20th century. 
Only a tiny percentage of precious old growth remains, but these remarkable patches display 
more biodiversity than any other ecosystem in the northern hemisphere.  Some of the unique 
plants and animals that can only be found there, include the Gopher Tortoise, one of North 
America's largest tortoises that can live up to 70 years old; 
the Eastern Indigo Snake, and the Red-Cockaded Woodpecker. The program also profiles the 
conservation efforts that are helping to restore the incredible biologically diverse ecosystem. 
 
Thin Ice - The Inside Story of Climate Science #0H 
September 15 at 10:00pm 
An award-winning documentary that focuses on climate scientists and their research. 
Filmmaker Simon Lamb interviews the scientists and allows them to explain their work in the 
field of climate science. The film discusses the physics of greenhouse gases, how average 
world temperatures are determined, and how regular patterns of warming and cooling are 
correlated with carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases. Thin Ice introduces viewers to 
scientists drilling in the Antarctic for climate history from ice and 
sediment cores, to others measuring changes in the atmosphere, oceans and ice sheets. The 
scientists discuss their work, and their hopes and fears with a candor and directness rarely seen 
by the public. 
 
We've Got The Power #0H 
September 19 at 11:00pm 
We've Got the Power is the follow-up documentary to the Emmy Award-winning program, The 
Next Frontier: Engineering the Golden Age of Green. It shows viewers how the United States 
can replace fossil fuels with clean energy in a way that is economically beneficial to consumers 
and businesses alike, and ensures a safer environment for future generations. By driving 
electric vehicles, installing solar on our roofs, or doing something as simple as getting a home 
energy audit, we all have the power to improve energy efficiency, save money, and phase out 
fossil fuels. Check out cutting edge technologies like solar storage using molten salt in Spain 
and innovate energy efficiency retrofits at the Empire State Building. Tour of the new Nissan 
Leaf plant and get an up close look at a solar-powered airplane that can fly day and night 
without fuel! Also a look at the importance of the role of government in different stages of clean 
energy production including research, regulations, policy making, and protecting the public and 
the environment from disasters like the BP Gulf Oil Spill. 
 
Shifting Sands: on the Path to Sustainability #0H 
September 22 at 11:00pm 
For more than a century, North America's giants in manufacturing (US Steel, Standard Oil and 
Bethlehem Steel) and preservationists battled over a 47-mile stretch of sandy shore along Lake 
Michigan that contains one of the most diverse ecosystems on the planet-the Indiana Dunes 
region. While the factories provided jobs and contributed to the community's economic growth, 
they also wiped out a tremendous amount of rare habitat, and polluted the waterways. This 



documentary takes a look at the decades-long effort to create the Indiana Dunes National 
Lakeshore amid the presence of heavy industry along Lake Michigan. It also highlights the 
collaborative effort to clean up and restore the region. The clash over the Indiana Dunes-
considered to be the birthplace of ecological science in North America-would lead to the 
creation of public policy with worldwide impact, and it would give the United States one of its 
first urban National Parks. Today, that decades-old battle has transformed into a new model of 
cooperation, where industrialists and environmentalists, once bitter adversaries, are now 
working together to steer this community toward sustainability. 
 
Tossed Out: Food Waste in America #0H 
September 26 at 11:30pm 
Farmers and growers have made gigantic advancements in food production over the last 
century, ensuring more food flows from farm to table than at any time in human history. Yet, 
some estimates say as much as 40 percent of the food produced in the U.S. goes uneaten. 
Food waste is the single-largest source of waste in municipal landfills. An incredible 35 million 
tons of food were thrown away in 2012, according to the EPA. As it decomposes in landfills, the 
waste releases methane and other greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. Meanwhile, 1 in 6 
Americans struggles with hunger and the world wonders how to address the challenge of 
feeding 9 billion people by 2050. 

 
 

LOCAL HISTORY and CULTURE 
Kitchen Wisdom of Cecilia Chiang #101H: A Legend Is Born 
July 11 at 2:00pm 
Cecilia Chiang was born almost 100 years ago in a China that no longer exists. In this episode, 
viewers get an overview of her amazing story from Beijing to San Francisco. In 1960, she 
opened the acclaimed Mandarin restaurant, which revolutionized Chinese food in America. She 
mentored the likes of Julia Child, James Beard and Alice Waters (Alice calls Cecilia "the Julia 
Child of Chinese food in America") Now in her mid- 
90's, Cecilia is mentoring a new generation of Bay area chefs. 
 
Animal Rescues: Rob on the Road #0H 
July 17 at 10:00pm 
Meet dedicated animal lovers who are saving thousands of wild animals. Join Rob at the Marine 
Mammal Center in Sausalito, where seals, sea lions, and other creatures are rescued, 
rehabilitated, and returned to the wild. Discover how rescuers help birds again take flight at the 
UC Davis Raptor Center. 
 
Hearst Castle and Ranch: Rob on the Road #0H 
July 17 at 10:30pm 
Explore this magnificent mansion—one of California’s most marvelous masterpieces. Join host 
Rob Stewart on a behind-the-scenes tour of Hearst Castle. Then, discover an unspoiled piece of 
California’s old west with a private tour of Hearst Ranch with the great-grandson of William 
Randolph Hearst. 
 
California's Gold #12004: Coit Tower 
August 7 at 6:00pm 
Coit Tower was built on top of Telegraph Hill in 1933 at the bequest of Lillie Hitchcock Coit to 
beautify the City of San Francisco; Lillie bequeathed one-third of her estate to the City of San 
Francisco "to be expended in an appropriate manner for the purpose of adding to the beauty of 



the city which I have always loved". Huell spends the day exploring all aspects of this San 
Francisco landmark, including the beautiful murals that adorn the lobby with the descendants of 
one of the original artists. 
 
The Kamla Show Special #104H: Women in Science & Technology - Steffi Paepcke, Open 
Source Robotics 
August 7 at 7:30pm 
Interview with Steffi Paepcke, Lead Designer and Co-Founder of Open Source Robotics 
Foundation. Located in Silicon Valley, this non-profit organization is focused on helping to 
promote open source software in the field of robotics. Paepcke is the only non-engineer in her 
organization. Kamla spoke to her about how she developed an interest in robotics, the role of a 
mentor and women in science and technology. 
 
Big Joy: The Adventures of James Broughton #0H 
August 17 at 10:00pm 
A key player in the artistic renaissance of San Francisco after World War II, James Broughton 
fathered a child with film critic Pauline Kael, wrote poetry alongside Allen Ginsberg and 
Lawrence Ferlinghetti, received an award from Jean Cocteau at Cannes, and went on to push 
the boundaries of artistic expression and sexual liberation. For a man who joyfully embraced life 
and preached "follow your own weird," the repressive McCarthy era brought inner turmoil and 
even an attempt to "straighten himself out." Ultimately, Broughton's experimental films and 
poetry helped free both his own spirit and that of a new generation, 
 
California's Gold #12007: Cape Mendocino Lighthouse 
August 21 at 6:00pm 
Join Huell as he travels to the westernmost point in California in search of the Cape Mendocino 
Lighthouse which was activated in 1868 and finally abandoned in the 1970's. After over 20 
years of neglect a group of locals banded together to move the light house to Shelter Cove and 
restore the lighthouse to its former glory. Huell also stops at the entrance to the Humboldt 
County Fairgrounds where a full-sized replica of the lighthouse actually houses the original 
Fresnel lens. 
 
Ken Kesey #0H 
August 22 at 10:00pm 
Ken Kesey (September 17 1935 - November 10, 2001) is one of the best-known authors to ever 
emerge from Oregon. He wrote his two most acclaimed novels, One Flew Over the Cuckoo's 
Nest (1962) and Sometimes a Great Notion (1964), when still in his twenties. 
 
California's Golden Parks #125: China Camp 
September 4 at 5:00pm 
Huell visits one of our state's most scenic and important State Parks. China Camp State Park is 
located right on San Francisco Bay and is the last remaining example of the numerous Chinese 
fishing villages that once dotted the shoreline. Not only does he walk through the quaint village 
and learn about its colorful history, but he sails out on the Bay in a recently constructed replica 
of an early Chinese junk. History is so fragile and this is a fine example of how we are 
preserving it for further generations. 
 
California's Golden Parks #101: Big Basin 
September 10 at 5:00am 
Established in 1902, Big Basin Redwoods State Park in the Santa Cruz Mountains is actually 
California's oldest State Park. It’s home to the largest continuous stand of Coast Redwoods 
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south of San Francisco, as well as numerous waterfalls, abundant wildlife, and incredible 
scenery. 
 
Roadtrip Nation #1302H: Breaking Down Barriers 
September 14 at 11:00pm 
The team starts to bond as they drive the Green RV into the heart of Silicon Valley, a major hub 
for innovation in technology. While there, they talk to Phillip Loya of CODE2040 and Laura 
Gomez of Atipica about using computer science to advance each of their respective 
communities. They also visit Netflix HQ, where Sabry Tozin, a first-generation Congolese 
immigrant, tells them, "Don't fit in." 
 
California's Golden Parks # 116: Black Diamond Mine 
September 18 at 5:00am 
Huell travels to the Black Diamond Mines Regional Preserve in the East Bay. It was once a 
thriving coal and sand mining area, and is now a great place to bike and hike while taking in the 
beautiful landscape filled with blue oaks, manzanitas and carpets of springtime flowers. Huell 
stops by the Underground Mining Museum and also hikes to the remains of the mines. 
 
The Kamla Show Special #107H: Nicki Boyd of Versame 
September 4 at 7:30pm 
Nicki Boyd, co-founder of VersaMe, a Palo Alto-based startup that is focused on wearable 
technology. Starling is their first wearable product that targets new born babies and how to 
improve their brain power through vocabulary. The first 1000 days of a new born is one of the 
most important phases for brain development and learning points out Boyd. This is borne out by 
research that Boyd and her 2 co-founders discovered. 
 
The Kamla Show Special #108H : Catlin Powers, Co-Founder/Ceo of One Earth Designs 
September 18 at 7:30pm 
In her Women in Science & Tech Series, host Kamla Bhatt interviews Catlin Powers, Co-
founder and and CEO of Earth Designs. 
 
Lucky Chow #105H: Bay Area's Pacific Rim Cuisine 
September 19 at 2:00pm 
This episode introduces Olivia Wu, designer of the original Asian restaurant concepts on 
Google's "campus." Go behind-the-scenes at Google's first sit-down restaurant, as the 
assembly line churns out 2, 000 servings of the Indian fried rice dish, biryani. A visit to Google's 
purveyors showcases the ethos of the Bay Area food culture - local, seasonable and 
sustainable. After a career in Silicon Valley, two retired Japanese executives returned to their 
ancestral farming roots and constructed an indoor vertical farm which services some of the top 
restaurants in the Bay Area. The episode ends at a now-mainstream tofu factory. 
 
California's Golden Park: #124: Alum Rock 
September 25 at 5:00am 
A visit to Alum Rock Park in San Jose. 
 

 
NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL POLICY & EVENTS that Impact 

the Bay Area 
Ball of Confusion: The 1968 Election #0H 
July 6 at 11:00pm 



Assassinations, racial unrest, nationwide riots, and an endless war in Vietnam put the nation on 
edge and produced a historic three-way presidential election. The American voters faced an 
unwelcome but unavoidable dilemma: Could they right America's course, especially with an 
unsatisfying set of choices in the November election for the White House? Republican Richard 
Nixon, Democrat Hubert Humphrey, and ndependent George Wallace were at the eye of the 
storm, and in some ways contributed to the intensity of the tempest. The world watched as a 
fractured electorate narrowly and without evident enthusiasm chose Nixon.  
 
Cuba's Secret Side #101H: Under The Radar 
July 12 at 10:00pm 
Knowing that the Cuban government severely restricts all foreign journalists, Karin Muller took a 
huge risk - she set out to film a documentary on a simple tourist visa. Free of government 
minders, she hitchhiked around Cuba for three months - sleeping in private homes, working with 
farmers and fishermen, and participating in festivals and religious ceremonies. She was 
arrested over a dozen times, but in the end she discovered a side of Cuba that few foreigners 
get to see.  
 
Cuba's Secret Side #102H: The Truth Revealed 
July 12 at 11:00pm 
Looking beyond the politics and propaganda at the Cubans themselves, Karin Muller continues 
her exploration of Cuba 
 
The Open Mind #3648H: Equal and Unequal Justice 
July 16 at 6:30pm 
Martha Minow, dean of Harvard Law School, talks about the state of America's legal system. 
 
The Whole Truth with David Eisenhower #101:  Modern Media: More Information, Less 
Common Ground and Common Sense? 
July 17 at 5:00am 
A spirited discussion about the contemporary state of political media in the United States and 
the impact, for better or worse, of the rapidly changing media landscape on American 
democracy. Guests: John Avlon, Editor-in-Chief of The Daily Beast and a CNN Political Analyst, 
Albert Hunt, Bloomberg News, and Chris Matthews, MSNBC host. 
 
Egypt Beyond The Pyramids #102:  
July 17at 9:00pm 
The Gathering Storm Knowing that conflict was brewing once again in Egypt, Karin Muller took 
a huge risk. She set out to film a documentary on Egyptian life - in the middle of a revolution. 
For three months, Karin traveled alone from the upper Nile to the Red Sea, sharing the day-to-
day lives of ordinary Egyptians.  Revealing the many faces of this complicated land, where a 
fundamentally kind and generous people struggle to emerge from six decades of brutal 
dictatorship, fear, and propaganda. 
 
The Whole Truth with David Eisenhower #102H: Are American Politics Broken? 
July 24 at 5:00am 
As the partisan divide in the United States seems larger and more set in stone than at any time 
and public confidence in the institutions of American government has fallen precipitously, the 
panel discusses the potential causes of these developments and what can be done about 
them. Guests: Michael Boos, Vice President and General Counsel, Citizens United, Tom Davis, 
Former Congressman (R-VA) and author of The Partisan Divide, and Lawrence Lessig, Harvard 
Law professor. 



The Open Mind #3642H: El Presidente 
July 25 at 5:00am 
Ernesto Zedillo. Former President of Mexico and Director of the Yale Center on Globalization 
Ernesto Zedillo talks about rewriting drug policy. 
 
The Whole Truth with David Eisenhower #104H: Was The Iraq War A Mistake? 
August 7 at 5:00amOne of the principle architects of the 2003 United States invasion of Iraq, a 
senior Obama administration Middle East policymaker and an exiled cousin of Syrian President 
Assad, discuss and debate U.S. policy options in the world's most chaotic region, past, present 
and future. Guests: Ribal al-Assad, founder and director, Organization for Democracy and 
Freedom in Syria, Tamara Cofman Wittes, Former Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Near 
Eastern Affairs (Obama Administration), Douglas Feith, Former Undersecretary of Defense For 
Policy (Bush Administration). 
 
Valentino's Ghost 
August 16, 2016 @11:00pm 
This documentary explores the ways in which America's foreign policy agenda in the Middle 
East drives the U.S. media's portrayals of Arabs and Muslims, laying bare the truths behind 
taboo subjects that are avoided by the mainstream American media: "why they hate us", "why 
we hate them", why we were attacked on 9/11, the U.S.- Israeli relationship, and more. Polls 
show that 46 percent of Americans hold negative views of Islam, such as "Islam is a religion of 
hatred and violence." Commentators including Robert Fisk, John Mearsheimer, Gore Vidal and 
Niall Ferguson will reveal the media's role in perpetuating stereotypes about Arabs, Muslims 
and Islam and the lack of a national dialogue on these topics.  
 
The Whole Truth with David Eisenhower #106H: American Military Power 
August 21 at 5:00pm 
A diverse panel, including retired general and former presidential candidate Wesley Clark, 
debates the proper size, cost, and missions for the United States Armed Forces in the 21st 
century. Some argue we spend far too much on preparing for and waging war while others see 
a gathering storm of global dangers requiring a buildup of the American military. Guests: Nora 
Bensahel, scholar at the School of International 
Service at American University, General Wesley Clark, former Supreme Allied Commander in 
Europe, Justin Johnson, defense budget analyst at the Heritage Foundation, Christopher 
Preble, Vice President for Defense and Foreign Policy Studies at the Cato Institute. 
 
American Forum #132H: The Rise of Isis-The New Enemy 
August 30 at 11:30PM 
Pulitzer-winning WashPost reporter Joby Warrick on the ways Bush and Obama allowed 
terrorist group to flourish. 
 
Orphans of the Genocide #0H 
August 10 at 11:00pm 
Orphans of the Genocide is an emotional journey through never-before-seen archival footage 
and discovered memoirs of orphans who lived through the last century's first, fully documented 
and least recognized genocide, the Armenian Genocide of 1915. The documentary traces the 
lives of many orphans who lived through the horrors of a war, losing parents and being 
separated from siblings and shipped to various countries. The documentary also explores the 
American Near East Relief Foundation’s efforts in saving, feeding and sheltering over 150,000 
documented Armenian genocide orphans between 1919 and 1926. 
 



Learning from El Salvador 
September 18 at 9:00pm 
Learning From El Salvador presents a very timely and critical look at this small Central 
American nation - a nation which while deeply connected to United States policies is little 
understood by most Americans. Many Americans think of El Salvador as a country to be 
avoided because of the danger posed by violent gangs and the resulting recent migration of 
children to the U.S. border. Others, with longer memories, recall American involvement in the 
brutal civil war during the 1980s and the legacy of two million Salvadorians living in the United 
States. There is much that Americans do not know, particularly about recent changes in the 
country, driven by its new government. These changes are having a profound impact on the 
quality of life experienced by many Salvadorans - in their access to public education, health 
care, development of agriculture and small business, and ability to participate in a thriving 
democracy. While the United States is used to presenting itself as a model for the rest of the 
world to emulate, perhaps there is much we can learn from the transformation of Salvadoran 
society that might impact our own nation's policies, priorities and values. 
 
American Umpire #0H 
September 18 at 11:00pm 
AMERICAN UMPIRE, a thought-provoking documentary about U.S. foreign policy, chronicles 
how the United States became the world's policeman and questions how long the U.S. must 
continue to play this role. Narrated by Jim Lehrer, formerly of The MacNeil/Lehrer News Hour, 
and written by award-winning historian Elizabeth Cobbs, the film explores the history of 
American military intervention and the future of America's military commitment abroad. After 
detailing the principles that guided U.S. foreign policy for 150 years and the sea change that 
followed WWII, the latter half of the one-hour documentary examines America's contemporary 
role on the international stage. The film asks whether it's time to rethink our current policies, 
scale down military spending, and bring our allies back into the game as fellow umpires. 
Combining archival footage with candid interviews from former secretaries of state George 
Shultz, Madeleine Albright and Condoleeza Rice; General Jim Mattis and Lt. General Karl 
Eikenberry, former U.S. Ambassador to Afghanistan; Nobel Prize winner Michael Spence; 
Pulitzer Prize winner David Kennedy; and eight scholars from around the world. 
 
Beyond Borders: Undocumented Mexican Americans #0H 
September 21 at 10:00pm 
A look at US policy decisions that triggered the rise of undocumented immigration, this is a 
deeply moving documentary program that explores the under-reported lives of Mexicans living 
and raising families in the United States. The film carefully explains the history of the 
relationship between the two countries - Mexico and America - some of which may be unfamiliar 
to viewers. In telling the stories of several undocumented Mexican-Americans, revealing the 
reasons why millions of Mexican workers have settled in the US over the past four decades 
instead of returning home. It also illuminates the remarkable networks that connect the film's 
characters with the families they left behind, and the very real human impact of the anti-
immigration backlash now sweeping the country. 
 
 

PRESIDENTAIL PRIMARIES 
American Forum #145H 
August 19 at 5:00am 
GOP Convention Special-Featuring Legendary Journalist Jim Lehrer. He is known for his role as 
a frequent debate moderator during elections. Lehrer also is an author of many volumes of non-
fiction and fiction, drawing from his experiences and interests in history and politics 



 
American Forum #143H: The transformation of American Politics 
August 30 at 10:00pm 
Interview with legendary PBS news anchor Jim Lehrer, on the transformation of American 
politics and parties. 
 
American Forum #144H: Past and Future of Political Conventions 
August 30 at 10:30pm 
Political scientist and prognosticator Prof. Larry Sabato, on the past and future of our political 
conventions and parties. 

 
 
ECONOMICS & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
American Forum #137H: The Future of Work In America 
August 15 at 5:00am 
Historian Philip Zelkikow and U.S. Sen. Mark Warner on preparing Americans for radical 
changes in how we work. 
 
PERSONAL FINANCES 
Biz Kid$ #106H: Taking Charge of Your Financial Future 
July 6 at 4pm 
Join the Biz Kids as they figure out where they want to be financially and make plans on how to 
get there. You can work on your plans and meet some new kid entrepreneurs, too. Follow along 
as a Biz Kid sets up his first savings account. We also look at an innovative program that 
rescues street kids and gets them back into education and business. 
 
Moneywise with Kelvin Boston #708H: Teen Entrepreneurs 
August 7 at 5:30pm 
Although the average age of a first-time small business owner is 39, more and more teenagers 
are becoming entrepreneurs. How can your teen start his or her own business? Guests: 
Shonika Proctor, pioneer of Teen Entrepreneur Coaching, and Natasha Cross, founder and 
executive director of EYE for Change. 
 
Thinking Money: The Psychology Behind Our Best & Worst Financial Decisions #0H 
August 25 at 10:00pm 
An exploration of how and why people spend, save (or don't), and think about money. The 
United States is heading into a retirement crisis, led by debt-ridden Baby Boomers whose 
diminishing savings will not match their increasing longevity. To help Americans address this 
challenge, host David Coyne – a Washington, D.C.-based actor and comedian - travels the 
country and meets original thinkers mixing economics with psychology. Their enlightening and 
often amusing experiments into financial behavior illuminate how both the human brain and the 
marketplace can trick people into spending money. 
 
Moneywise with Kelvin Boston #711H: Foreclosure Counseling 
August 28 at 5:30am 
Millions of Americans lost their homes because they could not keep up with the monthly 
mortgage payments. How can foreclosure counseling help you avoid foreclosure? And, what are 
the steps? Guests: Marcia Griffin and Peyton Herbert, both of HomeFree USA. 
 



EDUCATION 
Communities as Classrooms #0H 
August 28 at 8:30pm 
Bob Gliner introduced a profound education initiative at four schools in El Salvador in the Fall of 
2015. While schools in El Salvador largely resemble those in the United States, with test driven 
classes, fragmented curriculum and traditional lecture style teaching techniques, largely 
divorced from real world problems, Bob had K-12 students build an interdisciplinary curriculum 
around solving problems in their surrounding communities - motivated by the students 
themselves deciding what those problems are. Communities as Classrooms traces the process 
week to week over a two month period as students evolve from disinterested bystanders in their 
classroom experiences, to active members of a newly thriving democracy. From passive 
recipients of education mandates, the newly invigorated curriculum leads not only to a vibrant 
student driven 
educational experience, and the solving of real world problems, but transforms the way 
teachers, administrators, parents, and other community members look at the role students play 
in the larger society. As El Salvador makes efforts to build on this education success story, by 
potentially training all of its teachers to do community based education, Americans might want 
to consider this option as well as we look for more effective and creative ways to educate 
students and revitalize our democracy. 
 
Democracy Left Behind #0 
August 28 at 9:00pm 
How effectively do our public schools prepare students for active participation in democratic 
society? Is there a relationship between an often ill informed public and the manner in which 
social and political issues are addressed in our nation's classrooms? This documentary 
examines the impact of No Child Left Behind on dramatically limiting the ability of schools to 
serve a civic mission - in the process making it difficult for many students to understand what 
their education means in the larger context of the society and world they inhabit. Filled with 
provocative interviews with teachers, school administrators, and nationally known experts, this 
is a very timely and important documentary. It will surely add to the national debate around No 
Child Left Behind and the role our public schools play in helping shape American Society. 
 
Lessons from the Real World #0H 
August 28 at 10:00pm 
Many people feel our public schools are failing, or at best, muddling through. What to do about 
this critical issue has almost exclusively focused on the efforts of No Child Left Behind and Race 
to the Top legislation to improve test scores in core subjects like math and reading. Lessons 
From the Real World, contends, like many educators, that focusing on test scores to improve 
student achievement is looking in the wrong place. Learning to read, do math and other subjects 
will happen if students care about what they are learning, rather than drilling them with subject 
matter largely divorced from their real lives. This engaging documentary provides a first hand 
look at K-12schools and classes that weave community and societal problem solving through 
their curriculum as a way of both preparing students for active participation in democratic 
society, as well as motivating them to learn basic skills as part of a meaningful educational 
experience. 
 
Ruby's Studio #104H: The Siblings Show 
August 31 at 8:30am 



"Ruby's Studio: The Siblings Show" is an engaging way to help young siblings reduce rivalry, 
boost harmony, and celebrate family. Curriculum written in consultation with child development 
experts, Dr. Joshua Sparrow and Dr. Laura Markham. 
 
Barefoot College #0H 
September 18 at 8:30pm 
Barefoot College, examines a unique community based education program in rural India.While 
seemingly far removed from the American experience, it offers telling lessons for how the 
current debate around educational reform might be focused and curriculum transformed in the 
United States. When we think about schools in the United States, we generally think of places 
separated from the larger community, places where students go to learn. Like government 
schools in India, much of what is taught often seems to have little relationship to the problems 
students face in their day to day lives. In contrast, at Barefoot College, located in the Indian 
State of Rajasthan, education takes place off campus, in nearby impoverished villages, among 
all age groups, with a unique interdisciplinary curriculum intimately encompassing rural village 
life and the issues villagers must grapple with. Filled with stunning visuals, poignant and 
insightful interviews, this cross cultural documentary offers powerful insights not only in terms of 
addressing world poverty, but changing possible education outcomes here at home. 
 

 
AGING 
Penelope #0H 
July 18 at 10:00pm 
What happens when a nursing home decides to throw out the bingo boards and take on the 
Odyssey instead? Residents, some with severe dementia or wheel-chair bound, collaborate with 
playwright Anne Basting and Sojourn Theater to create "Finding Penelope", a play reinterpreting 
Homer's Odyssey to tell it from Penelope's point of view. The film is a beautiful exploration of 
how the residents, actors and students collaborated, from reading the Odyssey together to 
learning Greek and eventually putting on a professional play featuring scenes all over the 
nursing home and an audience of over 400 moving through the space 
 
When I'm 65 #0H 
July 25 at 11:00pm 
Challenging longstanding myths about retirement and living longer, and exploring changing 
attitudes toward work, debt, housing and the financial realities of the 21st century, this program 
looks at how aspirations and financial planning for retirement have changed. This multi-
generational approach examines how Baby Boomers, Generation X, and Millennials are facing 
and planning for retirement, based on the work of and interviews with Teresa Ghilarducci, a 
retirement security expert from The New School, and Knight Kiplinger, editor-in-chief of 
Kiplinger's Personal Finance magazine. Using real-life stories, case studies, engaging 
animation and lively expert interviews, WHEN I'M 65 presents a thorough examination of the 
issues, generational influences, and human behavior while providing useful information, 
potential solutions, and "can do" action plans for meeting retirement goals 
 
Women of '69, Unboxed #0H 
August 4 at 10:00pm 
A group of women, college classmates, who were both electrified and pummeled by the 
turbulent surf of the 60s, look back, then ahead, as they turn 65, ruminate on their heartaches 
and triumphs, and evaluate their legacy. For their era, their pursuit of independent lives was 
groundbreaking 



Wisdom of the Grandmothers #0H 
August 3 at 11:00pm 
The Wisdom of the Grandmothers is a powerful testimony to the importance of the voices of 
elder women in today's world. Love, community, creativity, family, faith and spirituality, respect 
and caring for our Mother Earth are just of a few of the important topics shared. 
 
Kitchen Wisdom of Cecilia Chiang #106H : Passing on the Wisdom 
August 15 at 2:00pm 
This episode is all about Cecilia as a mentor and passing on her kitchen wisdom. "Cecilia is a 
perfect mentor because she gives perfect advice," says legendary chef Jeremiah Tower. She 
gave Julia Child cooking lessons and was Alice Water's mentor in the years leading up to Chez 
Panisse. Well into her 90's, Cecilia is still mentoring a new generation of San Francisco's chefs. 
Corey Lee, a Korean American comes to her for professional advice and for personal as well. 
Tyler Florence asks Cecilia how to manage fame. And Belinda Leong, chef/co-owner and 
creator of b.patisserie is like a daughter to Cecilia and seeks out her counsel daily.  

 
SOCIAL CHANGE AND ACTIVISM 
Reel South #105H: Counter Histories: Rock Hill 
August 2 at 11:30pm 
In 1961 nine college men decided they were ready to go to jail to fight segregation laws and 
inequality in Rock Hill, SC. Their sit-in at the local whites-only lunch counter changed the course 
of the civil rights movement by introducing a new strategy.  Rock Hill explores the story of the 
'Friendship 9', and the human capacity to find courage, take action, and inspire change.  
 
To Begin The World Over Again: The Life of Thomas Paine #0H 
August 14 at 10:00pm 
He was a man who changed the world, only to have the world he changed turn its back on him. 
The man who ignited revolutions would die largely ignored and distained, yet he was at the 
epicenter of world events when he wrote his books, literally transforming nations through the 
power of his words. Thomas Paine was one of the world's most provocative writers and worst 
politicians. He lived by the creed that "one must always speak the truth as one sees it, no matter 
the consequences."  
 
The Open Mind #3638: Changing Politics 
July 19 at 5:00am 
Ben Rattray, founder of Change.org, talks about empowering people to participate in politics. 
 
Uniform Betrayal: Rape in the Military #0H 
July 20 at 10:00pm 
Every day, soldiers live with the possibility of getting injured or killed. UNIFORM BETRAYAL: 
Rape in the Military examines what these warriors may not consider when signing up to serve 
their country - sexual assault or rape by their brothers and sisters in arms. Filmmakers Jennifer 
Molina and Sarah Pusateri explore this issue through the eyes of survivors while questioning 
how the military handles sexual assault and rape. Victims share their painful stories as they 
struggle to rebuild their lives. 
 
Hi Gene! Meet The Real Senator McCarthy 
July 24 at 9:00pm 



This documentary film looks at Sen. Eugene McCarthy's improbable and historic 1968 
presidential campaign and features interviews with, among others, Sen. Eugene McCarthy, Sam 
Donaldson, Kathleen Kennedy Townsend, George Reedy and Curtis Gas. 
 
Maria Hinojosa: One-On-One #527H: Mona Eltahawy 
August 19 at 4:00pm 
Egyptian journalist Mona Eltahawy, an award-winning columnist, blogger and internationally 
recognized expert on Arab and Muslim affairs, discusses the interpretation of Islam, feminism in 
Muslim society and the future of the Arab world. 
 
Singularity, Will We Survive Our Technology? #0H 
September 4 at 8:00pm  
Within the coming decades, we will have the ability to create computers with greater than 
human intelligence, bio-engineer our species and redesign matter through nanotechnology. This 
is a compelling documentary, exploring the impact of rapid-fire technological advances on 
humanity. Featuring Ray Kurzweil, Bill McKibben, Alison Gopnik, Christof Koch, and Richard 
A.Clarke. 


